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In a desert, beside a river, a beefy bivouac of large tents sat staked to the ground by large iron 
rails. Out from one of the outlying tents stepped a man dressed in shabby clothes. A white dress shirt 
with yellowed and frayed cuffs, unbuttoned and flowing its torn tail into a ghostly shadow on the grains
below was set against a skinny frame of a man. His baggy, puffy white pants whipped with the wind 
current, as did the cloth tent he stepped out from. He was old, relative to most of the other colonists. At 
forty-three, he had volunteered to take the voyage down the Aaugyst. That was five years ago.

A community of volunteers had uprooted from Quincy, what little comfort they had as a home 
for all their lives. Away from civilization this mismatched set of individuals sought a new start. The 
young, the old, the slave, and the noble. No tent was larger than the other, and no person unequal in this
encampment. 

The community hadn't grown much since the initial wave of colonists, but they proved to the 
north that they were resilient enough to stay. This little commune of a hundred or so people, each with a
job to do in the colony, had grown crops beside the river and used boulders to bolster defense of the 
camp.

The man's name was Jack Hykrel. He was a noble in the old world. Here he was above no man. 
Such was life in the desert, as he had desired. Becoming jaded by the financial success of his factory 
and widowed the year prior to his decision to volunteer had led Jack to seek nobler pursuits. He tried 
art to ward off his depression, but that didn't help much. Then, finally, after a year of unchecked 
sadness, he was approached by a red coat-wearing man of most curious lineage. The man claimed to be
an investor for an expedition in the name of the queen. When asked where the destination was, he 
replied simply with “South.”. 

Jack had been happy since boarding the wayward ship with no longer a coin to his name. Now 
he looked out at the tent city and smiled as waves from the river reflected sunlight onto his chest. 
Seeing the river current, he reached to the ground for a wooden bucket sitting outside the tent. Jack's 
job had been to keep the well in the center of the camp filled, either by dumping river water into it, or 
digging it deeper to find groundwater. The current kept a sufficient water table to fill the well, but often
it was supplemented directly.

Jack walked out to the river's edge. Small sand grains were kicked up by air currents and made 
little clouds which flowed just as the river did. He leaned over the water, watching the small rocks 
tumble over the uneven riverbed. Further upstream were seven ships bearing the flag of the empire, 
anchored, and not to be moved until further notice. He submerged the bucket with both hands and 
brought it up, spillage coming from the excess water was dispelled in a burst of uninterrupted 
momentum. 

Jack groaned and held his back when he straightened. The water was heavy, and its density 
coiled in unbalance as he walked to the well. Most of the tents faced the river, some faced south or 
north to shade the interiors from the rising and setting sun. In the center of their V-shaped formation, 
however, was a single well which the others took water from. 

He walked the one-hundred feet back to the well and dumped the entire thing into the rock-
walled reservoir. A small rod with a rope hanging from its center sat on top of the rocks. Jack reached 
over to catch the rope, and tied the handle of the bucket to the rod. Now it resembled a proper well. 

His work was done for the day. The water was crystalline blue, and nothing about it seemed 
unsanitary or unhealthy. The water was clean, the bucket was set, and now Jack walked back to his tent.

The sand was left in small hills as his bare feet depressed the earth. The wind still carrying his 
shirt, as if to carry it away. On the side of his tent was tied a red piece of fabric. He had never seen it 
before, and it immediately aroused curiosity. He thought, but couldn't remember seeing it before. Jack 
looked down at the next group of tents, and didn't see red fabric on any of those. Just the sandblasted 
white.
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Jack unlashed the fabric, and looked out again at the other tents further down the line. Surely 
someone must know of this. He looked at the tent shadows, and observed that it must have been around
noon. Someone had to be awake at this hour.

He began walking to the governor of Little Quincy's tent, who was a duke in the old world. 
Duke Raoul was standing in front of a large mirror, adjusting his powdered wig. In contrast to Jack's 
meager appearance, Raoul was extremely disconnected from the survivalistic fashion. The Duke 
noticed the figure standing behind him. “Ah, Mr. Hykrel!” His posh voice was also unaware of the 
sharp, angular face it belonged to. The Duke was a younger man, at twenty-three years of age, and not 
of the original group who voyaged down five years ago. He was a transplant, sent by the north country. 
His sole purpose was to give a respectable face to Little Quincy and someone who understood how to 
rule over land.

The Duke was not their first choice to send. “Raoul, I've come upon something queer.” Jack's 
voice spoke with certainty and elder calmness. 

“Oh, do tell!” The Duke turned.
“It looks like someone tied this strip of fabric to my tent.” Jack handed it over for Raoul to 

examine. “There didn't seem to be another tied to any of the other tents.” He looked eagerly as the 
Duke's expression morphed as he inspected it.

“Jack!” He laughed. “You must be pulling my leg!” Jack was startled by the outburst. Raoul's 
loud voice was always a surprise to the immediate area. “This fabric is incredibly well-spun.” Raoul 
showed him the threads, brushing the texture with his thumb. “Well-spun, but not from any northerner.”

“What do you mean?”
“This doesn't match any of the seamstresses I know of up river.”
“So...”
“This fabric didn't come from anyone in Little Quincy.” That was a heavy statement. The only 

other possibilities were that the fabric came from a ship unnoticed, a resident of the other colony, or it 
was from the natives. “We should probably locate our armaments.” Jack understood. “Have you any 
firearms?” 

“Yes, I do. An old musket.”
“Better clean it off and locate your ammunition.” The Duke opened a desk which sat beside the 

mirror, pushing aside pens and paper to reveal a wheellock pistol. “I suspect we've been marked for 
attack, and we have an obligation to protect our mines.”

“... We were accosted out in the desert on our way to the settlement by a group of hostile 
nomads. I couldn't do much, unarmed, but the guardsmen with their rifles seemed unafraid of the 
gathering masses scouting our movements. There was so much water and food we couldn't lose at 
stake. I dreaded to think of the consequences upon the Anderian people, for this would be the third 
shipment in a month to be lost to the winds.” - From a citizen immigrating to Ergens Anders, 1st Era.

Jack Hykrel retired to his tent, shaken up by what Raoul had said. He sat upon an old wooden 
chair, whose paint was cracking from years of abuse. 

Jack had unpacked his musket from under his bed, with it leaning against his knee from the 
ground, and was set to cleaning it. The barrel of it was stained brown from use and misuse, its wood 
stock hadn't been glossed in years, and the breech hadn't been touched in a long time. Jack pried at the 
weapon to release it from being stuck, and after minutes it relented; breaking open with ease. 

He had brought the bucket from the well to fill large bowl in his tent, and now used a drenched 
rag to wipe rust away from the hammer mechanism. Particles of brown-red metal shavings floated to 
the sand floor of the tent.
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Sitting on the bed beside the chair, was a box of round ball bullets. Next to it was a reusable 
iron cartridge for the bullets to go into, in order to be loaded into the gun. Jack set the rag in the bowl, 
and lifted up the gun. He aimed down the sight, pulled the hammer back, and dry fired. The hammer 
was released and a sharp crack of metal emanated from its impact. The gun still actioned.

Jack emptied some gunpowder into the iron cartridge, along with a single bullet. He walked 
outside in the afternoon sun, and stood looking at the horizon. He opened the breech and loaded the 
cartridge, bending the rifle shut with a satisfying clank. He aimed at the desert, drew the hammer back, 
and pulled the trigger. The gun recoiled. A meaty snap of exploding powder and grinding metal 
accompanied a flash at the rifle's muzzle. The round ball was sent through the air, and hit a spit of sand 
five-hundred feet away. The grains were thrown up into the air, and fizzled in the hot air with a cloud of
dust following its movement. The old musket worked. Satisfied, Jack walked back to his tent to store it.
The barrel and hammer gleamed and reflected the sun, and then neglected to shine once under his tent's
shadow.

The Duke had called for more rocks to be built up around the camp, and so the strong men went
off in search of boulders to bolster their defenses. A small engineering crew was established, and they 
had wooden planks and pulleys and wheeled mechanisms used to precisely lift and place each large 
rock. With the brevity of the situation grasped by all, every pursuit not directly relating to survival was 
abandoned. Only the small farms and well were kept up with. Mining efforts, charting of the river, and 
maintenance on the ships all ceased. 

Soon a small wall encompassing most of the camp had been finished. Ample passage through 
two points of the city were left open to get to the river, and to go into the desert if need be. Raoul 
decreed to keep every available bucket filled with water until a seize had been repelled or averted. With
this, Jack had kept inspecting the well every day to make sure it was still crystal clear of contaminants. 

The residents of Little Quincy carried their guns wherever they walked. Women holding 
muskets, walking their children around the camp. Men would have flintlocks holstered on belts as they 
went about their day. The settlement was on high alert after the appearance of the red fabric.

Jack Hykrel was sitting on a chair outside his tent when he heard the duke call his name. 
“Jack!” The shrill voice caused him to shudder, and slowly lower his bottle from his mouth. “We need 
all the men we can get!” Raoul was approaching, still looking incredibly out of place with his refined 
clothing. It was as if he still had a sense of status here, which was silly. He stopped just far enough 
away from Jack. “We're bringing the ship cannons to the desert-facing walls.”

“Sounds like overkill to me.” Jack took another swig from the substance in his bottle. “But I'll 
help you make it happen.” He stood up, stretching his aching back. 

“Right over there, then, that group. The engineers here are going to assist as well. You shouldn't 
have to do a thing but make sure it happens!” 

“Right, then.” Jack, not letting go of his bottle, began walking towards the group of men who 
were up river a ways, near the ships. 

A majority of the day was spent hauling the iron weaponry from the ships to the walls of the 
settlement. Soon the pinnaces docked in the river were stripped of all their arms and anchored without 
anyone manning them. Jack didn't have to do much, thanks to his ailing back, but he pitched in where 
he could. It wasn't likely that another colony would have claimed the red fabric, so all of Little 
Quincy's energy went to preparing against an attack from the desert. Cannons were hoisted to stand 
atop the makeshift walls surrounding the settlement. They might not need them, but it was better to 
have them. Just in case.

A week after the strip of fabric appeared, the siege commenced. It was nearing 3 in the morning 
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when scouts on the walls facing the Nogyave Desert spotted a small mass of natives coming over a 
dune in the distance. Moonlight betrayed their presence, as the sands were lit greyer than the silhouettes
of their forms approaching. 

Jack Hykrel was dead asleep in his tent when he was poked by one of the men who helped set 
up the walls the week before. “Jack...” he whispered, prodding the sleeping man. He didn't stir. “Jack, 
ye bastard.” He poked more forcefully. Still nothing. Now he resorted to pushing Jack and shaking him 
slightly to rouse him. “Jack, wake up.” Jack's eyes slowly opened and he began a loud groan before 
having his hand cupped. His gaze went from lazy and groggy to stiffly awake in an instant. “Shush up.”
The man said. “Remember me? It's Earnest, from before.” His hand slowly moved away from Jack's 
mouth. 

Jack's eyes glanced outside the tent and saw no torches lit. Something was wrong. “What's this 
about, friend?” He whispered back. 

“I'm afraid we may soon be under attack.” Earnest spoke quietly. “There's a group of men 
approaching, natives it looks like, and we've snuffed all the lights while everyone's asleep. We're 
waking up all the able-bodied men to be prepared in case something happens.”

The darkness enveloped the desert entirely, and apart from the moon's glow on the grains there 
wasn't much light from which to see. Earnest moved away from Jack's bedside to let him rise. Jack 
stood, dressed in pajamas, and picked up his rifle. There was a small bag carrying tools and a couple 
dozen rounds for his musket and he strapped it around himself quietly, as to not disturb anyone else 
sleeping. Little Quincy would wake only if shots needed to be fired, and not before. 

Jack noticed now that Earnest had been carrying his own rifle in his non-poking hand, and he 
seemed quite shaken indeed. Earnest was a student in a past life, without much life experience. Quite a 
large fellow, but certainly no one that would harm a fly if he had to.

The two men stepped out of the tent and into Little Quincy. Tracts of sand pushed up in between
Jack's toes followed him to the outer wall where more men were waiting. The Aaugyst River flowed 
with a modest babble somewhere in the distance. 

Duke Raoul was among the men at the wall already waiting. Curiously, he wasn't dressed in a 
cosmopolitan manner, nor did he have his wig. Instead he donned a simple garb, looking like the rest of
the men. “Ah, Jack, good to see they got you up. Here I was afraid we'd be undermanned.” Even the 
fop spoke in hushed tones.

“I'll do what I can. Where are they?” The men were stood behind the wall, which was barely 
enough to cover them from the other side. They peeked over the top to see a small crowd approaching 
Little Quincy. The darkness of their forms made them stand out from the rest of the desert quite well.

“If they'd hoped to catch us off guard, they were sorely mistaken.” Said a man among the few. 
Jack recognized him as Barry, who tended crops on the river. He was wearing his overalls from the day 
before, still stained with dirt, and had armed himself with a wheellock pistol old enough to be an 
heirloom.

“This doesn't mean they're actually going to attack us, does it?” Someone else spoke up. 
“If they'd wanted to trade they would have done it during the day.” Raoul said. He was young, 

but studying military strategy had been part of his royal upbringing. He may have been posh, but he 
knew enough about combat. They lowered themselves behind the wall again to form a small circle. 

There were roughly thirty or so men in the entire settlement, and they were still being awakened
as those present spoke. 

Each of them looked to Raoul as the 'governor' of Little Quincy for a direction or a position. 
“We have enough cannons to scare them off. I don't believe they would get closer if they were 
intimidated by a shot into the desert.” He thought for a moment. “Earnest, can you see what they 
have?”
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Earnest peered over the top of the wall again. “Erm... looks to be a couple of spears... I think I 
see a bow... maybe a sling?” He lowered back into the circle. “They're definitely carrying weapons.”

“Pretty typical for a few savages... So we out-range them with our rifles.”
“We should fire a shot at them. If a cannon can scare them off, so should a musket round,” said 

a man in the circle.
“That risks starting a conflict if there isn't going to be one,” said Jack. 
A miner, Edward, said, “There's certainly going to be a fight if they're coming here at this time 

of night. When's the last time we traded with them? It's been a while, and there's no way they have 
peaceful intentions right now.”

The silhouettes got nearer, maybe a mile outside the walls. “They're headed straight for us, men,
we have to do something.” Raoul urged.

“I say we wait,” said Earnest. “They might not even get closer.” 
“We should send a party to go see what they want before they get any nearer,” said Barry. “Or at

least send a warning of some kind. We should light our torches.” 
“No, then we risk losing the element of surprise if we need it,” argued Edward. “Perhaps we 

take the fight to them out in the desert. We can take planks of wood to shield ourselves from arrows.”
More men arrived and clustered around the group in the center. Little Quincy's force was about 

twenty strong now, and they had maybe thirty minutes to action. Murmurs among the group began.
“We lose our cover we built up over the past week. Rocks will protect from arrow better than 

wood will.”
“But we don't want them to get within distance of any of our tents. One rogue arrow is all it 

takes to kill a child sleeping in one of these tents.”
“We should wait and see what they do. They won't dare attack us.”
“They will if they think they outnumber us.”
Duke Raoul loudened his voice to be heard by everyone in the huddle. “Let's prepare a cannon 

shot. If they march much closer we'll fire a warning salvo right in front of them.”
Whispers went around the group. “We can do it.” Two men in the outer circle spoke up. 
“Get to it. I'll let you know when to fire. The rest of you, load your arms and be prepared to 

fight.”
The two men climbed up the wall a few feet away and loaded up a cannon mounted on top. The 

rest of them spread out along the wall, with the Duke in the center to give orders.
Agonizing minutes of silence passed, interrupted by muffled clanks of loading guns and pensive

breaths as some men peaked through slits in the wall or leaned against it. 
The natives marched closer with each moment. The two men on the cannon stayed low, as to 

not be seen by the invaders. The Duke, armed with a luxurious flintlock pistol, stayed his eyes fixed on 
the approaching mass, waiting for the perfect moment to order the cannon to fire.

Edward, stained with coal and iron shavings, leaned on the wall and stared into Little Quincy, 
thinking of his son on the other side of the settlement. 

Barry kneeled and looked around the corner of the entrance to the desert, transfixed by all the 
native Nogyaveans on the horizon.

Jack had sat down on the sand and produced a bottle of bourbon from his knapsack. He quietly 
sipped with his musket in one hand and waited for something to happen so he could make himself 
useful.

Ten minutes had passed since the silence began, when the Nogyaveans neared range to use their
bows. The men all looked at Raoul as his eyes went to the men on the cannon. He raised his arm, and 
one of the men lit a length of match cord. A faint orange light among the grey night snapped and 
popped like an unset jaw deciding to speak. The Duke then lowered his arm, and as one man braced the
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cannon, the other lowered the match cord onto the cannon fuse.
Interrupting the tense, naked silence was the clamoring thunder of Quincy weaponry as the 

cannon rocked the very ground Little Quincy stood upon. A deafening blow of explosive powder sent a 
massive steel ball directly into the desert, nearly twenty feet from the crowd of natives. A warning shot 
meant for ship combat. Certainly Little Quincy was awake now.

The natives scattered in all directions, and went in a full tilt sprint towards the wall. “Light the 
torches!” yelled Raoul. “I want two men on another cannon! Everyone fire at will!” 

The natives began hollering and shouting in their tongue as they got closer and closer. Jack fired
repeatedly into the desert along with Edward, Barry, and Raoul. Reloading took a few precious 
moments in between blasts, but they continued as the natives got closer. Women and children were 
timidly coming out of their tents to see what was going on, before quickly going back inside. 

The night was on fire with the muzzle flashes of rifles and intermittent cannon shots. Few 
natives fell to the volleys, and they kept coming. Arrows began striking the wall and reaching over it. 
The gunfire got louder as more men joined in late. Women had come out to help out once they had seen
what was going on, carrying their own firearms of all kinds.

Blunderbusses, muskets, flintlocks, pepper guns, and all kinds of old world weaponry made 
their appearances while settlers in pajamas stood to defend Little Quincy. Jack took a shot of bourbon 
in between shots from his musket. Duke Raoul took care to handle his ornate flintlock while he loaded 
it. Edward's wife had joined in beside him and was firing with her purse pistol. 

Raoul spied a few natives running around to the side of the wall to flank. “You four, come with 
me!” Edwards, Earnest, Barry, and Jack all followed Raoul as he ran to meet the flankers. The only 
defenses were on the east wall of Little Quincy, with the other walls quite open to attack. The force of 
forty strong held a hundred at the east wall. Cannon shots continued firing into the desert and sinking 
into the sand.

The Nogyaveans neared the wall and looked prepared to jump over it, unaware of the settlers 
waiting a few feet away on the other side. As one came over, Raoul shot him in the chest, taking the 
others entirely by surprised. Barry fired at and missed another, who stood upon the wall and jumped to 
tackle him to the ground. 

A bone tomahawk raised above his olive skin threatened to come crashing down onto the 
farmer's skull, but was halted by Jack. He gripped the savage by the wrist, holding his musket in his off
hand, and headbutted him hard. A few bar fights had calloused the old man to hits like that, but it 
seemed the native hadn't been in as many altercations and he fell back from the blow. His grip on the 
tomahawk loosened, and Jack wrenched it from him. Barry stood up and pounced on the incapacitated 
invader.

Edwards had been struck by an arrow, and had picked up a native like he was a baby. He 
manhandled the Nogyavean and violently tossed him into the wall with a crack and a stifled grunt of 
pain. He pulled the arrow out of his shoulder and continued fighting.

The small detachment of natives has seen their odds of success diminishing as the settlers 
evoked their own savagery to beat them back. The natives gathered themselves and retreated back over 
the wall to rejoin the main attack. 

Barry sat back in the sand, having had the native he was beating toss him off and escape. 
Edwards looked with little concern at his clotting wound, and Earnest leaned against the wall to take a 
breather. 

Raoul had taken the moment to reload his gun, before remembering the main attack was not yet 
over. “We have to get back.” All the poshness had completely disappeared from his mannerisms. The 
events of the past week had him very much worked up and in a mode Jack had never seen him in. “I 
have a punt gun in my tent. If we can get to that we can end this quickly.” 
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As they began walking towards the center of the settlement, Earnest asked, “What the hell is a 
punt gun?” 

Raoul was up front, moving quickly to get to his tent. “It is an exceedingly large gauge shotgun.
About a two-inch bore. Maybe four gauge? I can't remember. I haven't used it since I hunted back in 
Quincy.” 

“How's a single shotgun going to be of any use?” 
“If it can kill fifty waterfowl with a single shot, I think we can kill fifty savages worth the same 

to me.” The group approached Raoul's tent. “I'm going to need help carrying this.” 
Earnest and Barry helped Raoul with what looked like a nine-foot long solid steel pole with a 

trigger attached to it. “I've kept it loaded since I got here, so be careful with it.”
The three men strained to carry the load of a hundred pounds of gun, and they hurried with Jack

and Edwards back to the east wall. “Clear the way!” Raoul yelled, setting the front of the gun on the 
wall. The natives seemed to have retreated, but held their ground at a distance where they could fire 
arrows and hurl spears at the settlers guarding the wall, perhaps hoping to get lucky hits and weaken 
the defense. Barry released the center of the weapon, and Raoul took the handle end from Earnest. 

“Do you think this is a really good idea?” Jack yelled over the gunfire and cannons. 
“It's the best idea we've got! We can't let them try to flank us again!” Raoul was certain this is 

what they had to do. 
“Can you take having fifty dead on your hands?” Raoul thought for a moment. He was young. 

He was young and he was headstrong, but this could be damaging to him, too. Fifty dead men 
potentially on his hands, and already in his early twenties. “Give it here, boy!” Jack squared up the 
barrel and looked at a swathe of natives gathered with their bows and spears, holding a devastating 
modern weapon. 

“Just pull the trigger when you're ready! Like a normal shotgun!”
“Got it!” Jack stood straight and prepared himself to take the recoil. “Everybody get down and 

plug your ears!” 
Immediately, the settlers on the wall got down behind the wall and waited for what would come 

next. Seconds passed like years, with each small decade a thought in Jack's head to pull the trigger. His 
finger tightened, and the smattering crack of hundreds of steel bearings shot out from the punt gun 
towards the dug-in Nogyaveans. 

A fast wall of pockmarks sparked up from the sand, harshly peppering the natives' skin with 
grains of sand and stinging shot. It wouldn't kill outright, but whatever shamen or witch doctors lived in
the desert would have a difficult time nursing the wounds. Jack's shoulder was hammered back with the
force of the punt gun's recoil. The weapon was usually reserved for being mounted entirely on a 
rowboat, and wasn't recommended for use like Jack used it. His shoulder popped out and in, in less 
than a half-second. His spine took the brunt of the blow, and it shook him down to the core. From the 
force of the gun, he fell back to the ground.

The silhouettes of the Nogyaveans began disappearing over the horizon where they first 
manifested. They cleared like a lifting fog, leaving behind a few sprawled bodies of their slain fighters 
laying in the shifting dunes. The residents of Little Quincy stood up from behind cover to look at the 
damage, barely anyone even scratched.

Arrows stuck out of small divots right in front of the wall. Some tents immediately inside the 
wall were torn from the crossfire. Dozens upon dozens of spent ammunition cartridges had been tossed,
discarded, beside each of the settlers who were present to defend. A new terrain of miniature mountains
and valleys had been pushed up by movement over the course of the battle. Earnest helped up Jack 
from the ground, who's back felt better than it had in months. The smoke from all the gunfire had 
started to lift as the last of the natives disappeared over the dunes. 
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The dust finally settled when everyone went to sleep that night. When the sun came up later that
day, a party was sent to investigate the bodies left from the battle. The dead were scavenged, and from 
their pouches and hands bows and arrows, masterfully crafted leather goods, ritual feathers, bottles of 
indigo ink, and a number of exotic things were taken. In the light of day, a closer look was taken at 
what the attacking Nogyaveans looked like. They appeared slightly darker-skinned than the residents of
Little Quincy, and had painted foreign symbols in that indigo ink all over their bodies. Some wore 
headdresses, as a sign of stature perhaps. 

Each had one thing in common. Among the weapons and elaborate leather work, somewhere on 
their person they each had a strip of red cloth. They felt like silk when they were inspected, and the 
color of the garments were found to run when they were washed with water. It seemed that the red cloth
was dyed with blood. 

Jack had woken up later that day in his tent, feeling invigorated. Business had resumed, with 
miners returning to work and the well needing to be kept up on. He watched as the Duke led a scouting 
party to go investigate the remains outside the wall. 

His body felt brand new. The fighting last night was nothing like he'd experienced in a duel or at
a bar. It was something about it. Maybe the bourbon in his belly loosened up his body and mind, but for
whatever reason that hot morning in the desert he felt more alive than he'd been since before he had left
the north country.

The Nogyaveans knew what they were capable of now, and wouldn't likely try attacking again. 
Even with their numbers they were beaten back by the power of modern technology, and some know-
how on the part of those who fought before. At least one settler was thankful that the natives to this 
land had attempted an invasion on this small, vulnerable colony. 

A strip of blood-dyed cloth was all it had taken to straighten out Jack Hykrel's sore spine.


